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Crops which are salt tolerant

SALINIZATION

Salinization is a worldwide problem. Almost 1,5 billions ha ground worldwide is threatened by salt. In 2050 more people than on earth now are going to live in the cities. 

Fresh water and food will be the most challenging problems of the future citizens. That is why innovation is necessary. We have to focus on solutions to spill less fresh water. 

Only 2% of the water supply is sweet water. Half of it is trapped in icebergs. A third is available for farming, but half of this amount is threatened by salt.

The agriculture system of today is based on sweet water. People have the association of saline landscape as if it is giving the fertile agricultural soil back to the sea. This is 

because the agriculture sector became unknown to cultivation of saline crops. Contrary to what many might think, salinization offers new possibilities for new types of 

agriculture and recreation.

THE NETHERLANDS

Due to rising sea level and the subsidence of the soil, The Netherlands is also confronted with salinization. Each year a big amount of agricultural land is becoming saline. The 

situation is a threat not only at the coast, but also at the inner land. This process is unstoppable.

The Dutch way of water problem solving is to defend the land against the sea water. 

To be able to preserve the drink water sources and the existing agriculture, we are flushing the ground with sweet water but each year water supply is less consistent. We 

see each year more and more water peaks during the winter and the summer. That’s why this policy is difficult to continue in the long term. Besides it also doesn’t have to.

THE WATERPOORT AREA

The Waterpoort area - West Brabant has been a dynamic landscape for a long time. The sea and the rivers shaped the landscape over and over. These dynamic circumstances 

were difficult to leave with and people took control over it. People won the battle with water by the construction of the Delta Works after the flood in 1953. The 

Waterpoort area has payed a big price for safety. Volkerak - Zoommeer is transferred from brackish to sweet water after the interventions. Water quality is decreased and 

ecological balance is ruined.  The fisherman lost their jobs and the villages lost their connection with the sea. The nature cannot heal itself in more than 30 years and now 

another intervention is needed. The government and the local parties has decided together to transform the Volkerak-Zoommeer to a salty ecology again.

When the sea had access to the area, a great amount of salt is stored in the ground. During the dry periods, captured salt reaches the surface of the ground. In order to 

avoid this, the land is flushed with fresh water. After a while flushing the land is not affordable anymore. This means existing farms can no longer be used for traditional 

agriculture.This would have major consequences for the farmers. Besides the situation would cost a lot to the dutch economy. However this is not necessary. Now it is time 

to see the potentials of saline landscape.

A NEW APPROACH

Now it is the time to change perspective. Why don’t we just let the water run its course? We should fight no longer against salinization, but to learn how to deal with it.

Saline estate graduation project proposes to look at salinization from another point of view. This project offers to transform the salinization problem to a chance. This 

project proposes to bring the tides back, 30cm as the government proposed in order to let the tides shape the landscape again. On strategic places the dikes are going to 

break down to let the water run its course. At the end a new estuary is introduced to the area where farmers can work and people can recreate. A unique experience 

and a pioneer to other areas which are confronted with salinization.

In The Netherlands nature and agriculture is also strictly divided from each other. Nature is somewhere we can’t touch, agricultural land is somewhere we can’t enter.

By introducing saline estate a new landscape is aimed to be created which is in cohesion between the nature and agriculture. A new landscape where the plants, animals, 

tourists and farmers come together. 

HYPOTHESIS

De Heen has its history with agriculture. Because of up-scaling the villagers lost their jobs in agriculture sector. Now by introducing the estuary landscape, existing farms 

are also under threat. It is possible to change this by thinking clever. Production of saline crops with a culinary centre for saline tastes will attract people. The nature is 

also going to benefit from the tides and brackish water which would increase recreation.  A saline estate which is combined with saline recreation, nature day trips and 

harvesting the nature is the solution to start a new economy. Only then people would be introduced with the new crops, new tastes and the new landscape. 

Not known is not the unloved anymore.

When not enough fresh water can be supplied, the water pressure downwards decreases and salt ground water comes up.

The saline estate is the outcome of a sustainable 
development strategy based on a balance between the 
landscape, water, nature and agriculture. The Saline Estate may 
be understood as a new landscape typology which is based 
on perspectives of brackish groundwater or irrigation by salt 
streams. The saline plants addresses new markets, while the 
landscape invites new forms of recreation. Salt is the engine 
behind a sustainable transformation. The saline estate has an 
experimental attitude. The famers experiment in a sustainable, 
innovative way in raising brackish water food crops. Thanks 
to the new visitor center they can also promote the new or 
unknown tastes of the produce to a wide public. The visitor 
center is a platform for the development of brackish water 
cultivation methods which is addressed to both agricultural 
entrepreneurs and the public.
Unfortunately at this moment saline crops are in a vicious 
circle of limited demand and limited supply. Breaking 
this circle is necessary. To be able to do this, knowledge 
of the crops, products and the chain of products has to 
be improved. This knowledge is necessary to make the 
transition from sweet water agriculture to saline agriculture. 
The Netherlands is a pioneer land on food and agriculture 
innovation. The new saline landscape together with the saline 
visiting center is the key to make the unknown tastes known 
and to grow a new market for the forgotten plants of the 
dutch landscape. We are going back to our roots again.
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SALINE ESTATE AND
THE  VISITOR CENTER

NEW LANDSCAPE

Saline estate is on an area between three different salt gradations and on a dynamic landscape where the effects of the tides can be experienced. That 

is why the existing water pump is going to be demolished so that the brackish water can enter.  When water runs its course that will create an organic 

landcape.This means that it is possible to plant different saline plants, vegetables, grasses and fruits to have a complete saline park experience. To be 

able to use different plants next to  each other, some measures has been taken on the landscape according to the height lines (isohypes). Each line is 

going 10 cm up. Some salt-loving plants (halophytes) like salicornia and sea lavender lives on the lower land where it is flushed. However more known 

plants like quinoa, spelt, potatoes lives on the higher lands.

To make an overall experience for the visitors all the height lines are designed to be recreational paths.  When tourist can experience the landscape 

the farmer needs to works efficiently. That’s why they need straight and repetitive paths. For the farmer straight paths are introduced horizontally. 

From the merge of these two systems a new grid is created where nature meets agriculture.

In the existing situation the dike is a barrier to the water. Also it is not possible to enter the landscape from dike level. To let water flow freely a 

400 year old dike is demolished at the heart of the project. Where the dike disappears a new platform appears to serve as an extension of the dike, 

entrance to the visitor center and as a gate to the new landscape. A new saline visitor center island is going to serve as an intersection space between 

the center and the landscape.

SALINE VISITOR CENTER

Architecture as a key to change the vicious circle of not known is not wanted. The saline park is not only to walk by or to cycle around, but also open 

for picking up, learning gardening. It is possible to have an integral food experience here by gardening, picking nature, seeing, smelling and learning by 

seeing the production process. In addition a visitor center where people can come, visit, eat, cook, taste, buy their products is necessary. That is why 

the building is placed at the center of four areas where the dike is demolished, vertically to the dike on the most wet part of the landscape. 

The building is carefully placed after scenic observation and created based on the slightly sloping terrain and the desire for a natural movement inside, 

as well as outside the building.The design of the new visitor center is based on the motions in the landscape. It is on a position where nature qualities 

and the nature types meets. Landscape creates the framework for the visitor center that will invite visitors in, and send them out into the surrounding 

landscape: saline estate.

First floor is to reach with a bridge. When we arrive, it creates a field of tension where people are being led through staged landscape, the deck. 

This new form of architecture is not a barrier anymore but a platform where new landscape can be experienced 360 degrees. The shape of the deck 

follows the lines of the functions below and imitates the topography of the landscape. Tension will lead people to walk and look around and triggered 

to know more about the landscape. The roof heights are changing, getting higher, with a clear destination: on top of the restaurant, where the village de 

Heen and the fish farm can be experienced and creates a natural vantage point for all visitors, passers by. Visitors can go down through the patio, this is 

literally and figuratively the entrance of the landscape.
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The visitor center design has a direct and strong relationship with saline estate’s identity. It is located below the dike, in the landscape so that it creates the relation, connection 

and visibility in the cohesion of nature and agriculture. Under the deck a new architecture follows the organic lines of the landscape and melts into its place. The new visitor center 

inscribes itself as a typology between building and landscape machine with a volume that invites the visitors to experience and explore and learn saline nature and agriculture. 

By connecting the story of the new landscape and the organic shapes of the building something very special occurs. The ambition is to work openly so that the new visitor center 

is experienced as a development of something else then the building itself. The project is staging the obvious qualities and the perspectives of the landscape. From the moment of 

parking, walking on the deck and the visitor center forms a total topographic experience. 

PROGRAM

Down, embedded in the saline island, visitor center is designed to get rid of all information screens but just to look and smell everything around. Three main functions are located 

at the edges and the areas in-between can be used according to the needs.

The floor of the visitor center is an integrated part of the experience. While the windows frame outside, floor heights changes and gives the visitor different experiences. 

Functions are chosen to make a unique, complete experience. A saline shop, workshop and a natuur port, vvv shop are embedded in the landscape while restaurant is raised. If 

visitor center is going to be the unique gathering place for everything about saline products functional flexibility had to be increased. 

FLEXIBILTY

The building is going to be a saline experience point to the tourists, to the companies and in the future, a saline experience center as a pioneer to other farmers. That is why the 

saline estate should be arranged in such a way which would fulfill all the needs and functions. The needs and functions differ according to the event, season and harvesting  periods 

of the plants. During the summer tourism brings more. The plants and crops can be arranged differently according to the season. For example more interesting and dynamic 

landscape can be created from unknown saline plants. By this way unknown can be introduced to the tourists during summer. In the winter production of more known plants can 

take place. Therefore the use of space and the landscape both needs to be dynamic.

PRINCIPALS

While the ground floor and the first floor levels change inside, the upper level of the facade wall remains on one height to strength the landscape effect. That helps the visitor to feel where they are standing in the landscape. From outside building rises just upon 

the glass facade. Corten steal and ferrock (largely iron-rich ferrous rock) a stronger, more flexible and greener alternative to concrete has been chosen because of their sustainability and durability, especially on a salty landscape. The property of corten steal is 

that it likes to be used as sheets and likes to be outside. From these aspects, with flexibility of the spaces in mind, the construction is evolved and moved outside the building. Steel sheets are placed vertically on the facade to frame the view while walking but it 

disappears when you look outside in between the frames or right at the center of the spaces.

Down, embedded in the saline island, visitor center is designed to get rid of all information screens but just to look and smell everything around. Three main locations are located at the edges and the areas 

in-between can be used according to the needs. 

1) Corten steel plate columns, 500x 20mm

2) Corten steel plate beams, 20mm

3) corten steel plate balustrade,  60x 10mm

4) Ferrock (iron-reach ferrous rock) slab

5) Sun and heat resistant glass, reinforced
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